Super Russian Dating

Why Do Western Men Love Dating Russian Women?

Over the last half a decade or so, the internet has been abuzz with many online dating sites offering western men a unique
opportunity to get in touch with and date girls from eastern European countries. A particular trend that has really become evident in
very large tracts of western countries is that of dating Russian women. The large number of people who subscribe to the sites for this
service indicates that there must be something very unique about these Russian women that holds so much attraction to the western
men and keeps drawing them in. surely so many people would not be trying so hard to date the Russian girls if there was nothing
special about them. So what is it that draws the men to these girls? Here are a few factors that may have contributed to the trend.
Note, however, that even though the factors listed below may apply to many of the western men looking for Russian ladies, the
specific reason for doing so usually differs from one man to another and is dependent on personal tastes and preferences. That said,
below is a list of some of the main reasons why many men are drawn to Russian ladies online.
Dating Russian women is intriguing
If not for anything else, many western men date Russian girls simply because of the intrigue that comes with it. The novelty of dating
a Russian girl, and any eastern European girl in general, is exiting and is in itself enough reason for a man to want to try the
experience, naturally, most men who start out dating Russian women out of curiosity eventually do find love and settle down
Russian women are beautiful
All the great pictures of amazing Russian women that you see on television and over the internet everyday are not mere creations and
fakes- they are real. Eastern European women, especially Russian women, are generally very beautiful physically and, as expected, the
physical attributes of the women are like a magnet for many men.
Russian women do better
Because most of the eastern European countries are not as rich or as wealthy as some of the western countries, the lifestyles in the
two countries tend to be different. As such, many men living in the latter countries who would be considered average in their own
home countries have chances of finding and dating Russian ladies who would probably be way beyond their league if they were from
western countries.
To avoid the hustles of regular dating
There is a reason why Russian brides are usually referred to by the not so accurate name of mail order brides. You can meet, date
and even plan to wed a Russian girl online without even having met in person at all. Risky as this may sound, there are numerous
examples of people that have managed to do so successfully in the past meaning that it can be done.
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